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Chapter II
Guitarist James Ender and drummer,
Fred Wiederkehr, first met when
James joined the rock cover band
‘Time Bandits’ in March 2003. For
the next several years they played at
many venues in Switzerland and
partied hard.
James Ender, Fred Wiederkehr, Peter
Krattiger and singer, Rob, founded
Chapter II and started producing the
first few demos of the project. Chapter
II feat. Natalie Chandra was then
formed in early 2008 by James Ender
(guitar), Fredy Wiederkehr (drums)
and Peter Krattiger (Sound).
After recording several demo tracks
with various singers, they decided to
realize the pre-production of their
album "Angelface" and patiently find
the right singer. Finally, in February
2009, they met Natalie Chandra, with
whom they completed the band.

THE WAY TO CHAPTER II
James Ender was in various bands
where he was not only a guitarist but
also played the drums and bass. This
experience has helped him in his role
as producer and arranger.
Drummer Fredy Wiederkehr
developed his talent by playing for
several bands in the last 26 years. His
keen sense for music and riffs has
always been a great inspiration for
this project.

Chapter II

feat. Natalie Chandra

The sound engineer Peter
Krattiger who has accompaigned the Time Bandits
through all this years, has
played a vital role in the recording process by contributing
his technical know-how.
It was then necessary to find
additional musicians who were
both experienced and passionate
in order to make this project
ready for the stage. They first

added Time Bandits bassist Urs
Haller . Shortly after, they found
keyboardist Jürg Burkhard who
has been playing with the wellknown duet Piano Twins,
guitarist Thomas Kesenheimer,
who has extensive stage and
studio experience came and
completed the band.

URS HALLER BASS

JÜRG BURKHARD KEYBOARDS

THOMAS KESENHEIMER GUITAR

„After playing mostly cover versions for quite
some years, it is exciting to be part of this
project. Here I can bring in a much more
creative side of my playing.“

„As pianoplayer the sound of Chapter II is
real challenge for me. It is much more rock
then boogie and i like it“

„Years i was looking for a project like this. Thats
my way to play the guitar.“

Natalie Chandra

NATALIE CHANDRA

Her conspicuous determination and
passion for music are one of the first
things that strike you upon meeting
her. Her foresight and self-critical
approach in her work increase her
aptitude in creating and communicating her emotions and perception
of life through her rock songs.
In 2008 she released her first debut
album ‘SINEATER’ with her
previous band. The single ‘Daisies’
has had extensive radio play on
RETE TRE, RETE UNO, FIUME
TICINO (Tessin, Switzerland),
Natalie Chandra and her band has
also been featured in the
newspapers ‘Corriere del Ticino’
and ‘La Regione’.., and have also
received the following Reviewers
Pick’s Awards at
www.garageband.com : DAISIES
Best Female Vocals in Alternative
Rock, week of 9th Oct 2006 Best
Melody in Alternative Rock, week of
9th Oct 2006 Most Original in
Alternative Rock, week of 9th Oct
2006 Most Original in Alternative
Rock, week of 30th Oct 2006 BITCH
IN FUR Best Female Vocals in
Alternative Rock, week of 6th Nov
2006. She also had the opportunity
to play at a number of venues in
Switzerland, including at the
Lodrino Rock Music Festival 2006
and Monte Carasso Live in June
2008, which proved to be her last
concert with her previous band.

SinEater (Natalie Chandra‘s
debut album).
Release 2008

Natalie Chandra: the strong
vocals behind Chapter II

Her debut album was reviewed by
some important German webzines
and the track ‘Bitch in Fur’ found its
way onto the sampler CD of the
German ‘RockStart Magazine’.
Here are some examples of the
reviews: http://www.rockstartmagazine.de/bandprofile.html?
&only=&page=10
AUTONA (review and interview)
http://blogs.myspace.com/
index.cfm?

fuseaction=blog.view&friendId=1547
65907&blogId=400174200
http://blogs.myspace.com/
index.cfm?
fuseaction=blog.view&friendId=1547
65907&blogId=400169055
http://www.evilrockshard.net/de/
magazin/reviews.s.
4.2549.chandra,nataliesineater.html
http://www.musik.terrorverlag.de/
rezensionen.php?select_cd=7323

ON THE INTERNET

www.chaptertwo.ch
www.myspace.com
www.last-fm.de
www.sellaband.com
April 2009 first upload on the musicplatform www.sellaband.com.
Believers voted us to the artist of the
week after only two weeks.

To find out more, click on the
links in the blue box

www.facebook.com
www.twitter.com

ANGELFACE the new album

The Tracks

All the tracks have
been recorded in the
Peak Level Studio and
Kratti Records Studio.
Final Mix and the
Mastering have been
done by Michael
Brändli and Ron Kurz
in the Hardstudios
Switzerland.

coming out
september 2009
•••

James Ender and Fredy
Wiederkehr worked on
the tracks for nearly one
year. The idea was to mix
classical and world music
elements together with a
strong rhythm and
crunchy guitar parts.

fragile and very troubled
world, clouded by
Mankind’s apathy and
lack of respect for other
living beings co-existing
on this planet.
One of these tracks called
‘Sulphur Anima’ will be
featured on the next
‘Heavy Metal Nation V’

In the middle of
September 2009 the
album „Angelface“ will
finally be made
available to stores and
distributors.
There will be an
official CD release
party in November
2009. Further
Information about this
event can be found on
our website.

compilation.

Having being once again
given the space to fully
express her range of
thoughts and emotions
through the songs,
Natalie Chandra was able
to freely compose the
vocal melodies and lyrics
for each track. The tracks
on the upcoming album
express the deep desire to
in some ways change, or
at least bring to the
surface certain aspects of
our beautiful, yet very

The album „Angelface“ is available
worldwide in stores and online from
the middle of September 2009.

Scream

2.

Synchronicity

3.

Stupefy myself

4.

Soho

5.

s.d.u.

6.

Scorned

7. Stop looking away
8.

Seventh hour

9.

Sekhmet‘s
summoning

10.

Sometimes

11. Slumber with the
Bogeyman
12.

Sulphur Anima

A PREVIEW

„a very special album
. I like this
mixture of different
kind of music.

THE SONGS

BUYING „ANGELFACE“

1.

straight guitars overl
apped with
this very strong and
emotional
and sometimes husk
y voice.
Baselined with straig
ht bass and
drumlines. Rounded
up with cool
guitar solos.
A very successful de

but album“ .

INTERNATIONAL
CDBaby
iTunes
Amazon
Napster

NATIONAL
Cede.ch
Exlibris

SELLING „ANGELFACE“

If you are interested in selling the
album „ANGELFACE“, please contact:
PEAK LEVEL PRODUCTIONS
info@peak-level.ch

STATEMENTS

Chapter II feat. Natalie Chandra
Q&A Interview on Sellaband

v.l.r Kratti, Fred, James
Fred: .....“An album where I
can fully stand behind“...
Kratti: ... „I think we can
be proud of it even if we
have no success with it. To
realize this album is success
enough for me“......
James: ...„for a swiss band
„Angelface“ is an absolut
atypically album. thats what I
like about it.“.....

Who is Chapter II feat.
Natalie Chandra?
Basically, we’re seven
individuals who are
passionate about what we
do and are striving hard
to produce a meaningful
album.
What made you sign up
to SellaBand?
Actually, we first heard
about SellaBand last year
on the ProSieben Channel
(Germany) during the
news. We thought it was a
fantastic opportunity and
a positive platform being
given to bands all over the
place and found it a great
idea to participate as soon
as we had something to
show for.

The band formed in
early 2008, how have
you found your first
year?
The first year has been
quite
interesting for
us as we have
been busy
composing and
pre-producing
for booking &
the main
everything else
musical tracks
24 hour
of the songs
which should
Peak Level Productio
appear on our
ns
album late this
Wiesenweg 12
summer.
CH 5420 Ehrending
Luckily we did
en
not run out of
Switzerland
inspiration as
we have quite a
Phone: +41 79410 04
few songs that
10
we can choose
Fax: +41 44805 1213
from. What was
a bit tough
mail: info@peak-leve
l.ch or
though, was
info@chaptertwo.c
finding the right
h
vocals to fit the
music, as well as
someone who

Contact

could write the vocal
melodies and text. After
auditioning, jamming and
trying out a great number
of different singers, we
finally found Natalie
Chandra who had actually
just finished her debut
album (SinEater) in the
spring of 2008 and
unanimously agreed that
she was the best choice in
helping to realize our
album.
What’s the music scene
like in Switzerland at
the moment?
Well, in a way it's rather
complicated as there are
definitely limitations in
how far a band and artist
can go here. We have
many talented people in
Switzerland who have a
lot of trouble breaking
into the music market as
there is not much being
done for them, especially
if one is not necessarily
mainstream. However,
this may lie in the fact
that we are in a relatively
small country, therefore
the tastes in music will
not be as diverse as let's
say in a country more
heavily populated. In any
case, it is always
necessary to look outside
the borders as the music
market is just much
bigger and more open to
other genres of music
than ours is here.
What will your
SellaBand album sound
like?
Hopefully good! Jokes
aside, we would like to
make an album with an
edge to it. We like to mix
together a bit of Rock with
Metal and Gothic, a hint of

Electronic and vocals that
the fans will enjoy
listening to. The lyrics
generally have a
provocative edge to them
as Natalie Chandra does
have a tendency to
express herself that way
through her songs. We
don't want to re-invent
the wheel, but it will most
definitely be an honest
album.
Why should people
‘believe’ in Chapter II?
For people to believe in
you, you must first believe
in yourself. Not in an
arrogant, conceited
manner, but in a healthy
way where you listen to
your inner voice and
follow your intuition.
That's what Chapter II
feat. Natalie Chandra is
about...it's like a 'Calling'.
For example, some of the
songs speak about certain
injustices on our beautiful
planet, love in its cruellest
mood, fear, death etc...
things that we are all
faced with... sometimes
even on an everyday
basis. We believe in the
songs we are writing, as
there is a message that we
would like to convey with
them. As a result, we truly
hope that we will be
understood, especially in
a time where many of
these subjects must be
addressed directly. On a
final note, we hope that
our fans and Believers
will have a good time
listening to our album and
can't wait to play live for
them. Thank you for all
your support and for
giving us this opportunity
to be heard.

